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NEVADA

FnnpBnrcx H. Poucn, Ameri.con Museum of Natural History,

New York Ci'ty.

Although powellite has been found at a number of localities, crystals

have been reported only twice. It was originally identified and described

as a new mineral by Melville,l who discovered it at the Seven Devils

Mine in Idaho. He reported distinct crystals as much as 2.5 mm. across'

although the average size was much smaller. After this determination, it

was found at a number of localities, but always as a pulverulent coating,

or in platy, pearly ocherous masses, pseudomorphous after molybdenite'

The only other published descriptions of distinct crystals are those of the

most notable occurrence to date; those of Houghton, Michigan' These

were first noted by Koenig and Hubbard,2 but more fully studied and

figured by Palache,3 who described two large and excellent crystals with

several new forms.

crusts show varying color tones, from a deep transparent brown, in the

clearer portions of the crystals, to a milky brown on many of the sur-

faces *here a thin skin composing the outer layer conceals the transpar-

1 Melville, W. H., Powellite-calcium molybdate: A new mineral species. Am. Jour. Sci.,

(3), vol. 4l' pp. 138-141, L891.' "z 
Koenig, C. A., and Hubbard, L. L., On powellite from a new locality: Atn. Jotu. Sci.,

(3), vol.46, pp. 356-358, 1893.- ' 
: Palache, c., PowOllite crystals from Michigan: Am. Jour. sci'., (4) vol. 7r pp. 367-369,

1899.
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across. others show complete random orientation of the individuals.
These paler crystals are more even and brilriant, are unstriated, and
show very different forms and habits from those of the type first de_
scribed. Some are pyramidal, while others are thinly tabular, resembling
wulfenite crystals of this habit.

Frc. 1 Frc .2

The crystals forming the deep brown crusts show three variations of a
pyramidal habit. The least common of these is that shown in Fig. 1,
and is the usual habit of the smallest crystals, the ones about .3 mm.

planes makes the orientation of any of the distorted crystals very simple,

Frc. 3
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through h andr, and on to P.
r (323) is a new form which was

crystals of this group. It lies in the

and gives an intense and distinct

served by Palache on a Michigan

train. No good forms were found

of the unit zone, although some

commonly observed on the pyramidal

zone marked by the train-of-reflection

signal in the train' h (313), first ob-

crystal, gives a similar signal in the

between the base and the PYramids
apparent truncations were observed'

They did not give good signals and cannot be considered acceptable

forms.
Some new forms were found in this area, however, on some of the

were observed. The faces of e and p are somewhat irregular, in the man-

ner of wulfenite crystals of this habit, and do not give good signals' They

are sufficiently good, however, for the determination of the forms' A
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d :  18 '48 '
Calculated:

6 :18 "26 '

6 : 7 L " 1 2 '

6 :71"34"

p :35o05 '

p :34 "57 '

- 
Between these pairs, lying a little to the side of the lcplzone, is another

form which was observed four times on the crystal and which approaches
very near to (4.3. 14) in its symbol. Although it seems to be a new form
on the crystal, it cannot be accepted without confirmation, because of
the uneven measurements secured.

Frc. 5

several other crystals of this type were measured and the u-u combi-
nation found on all of them. Most of these crystals were very irregularly
developed, and did not form solid, regular bodies, but instead, Jhor"d
uneven surfaces, on which, nevertheless, faces were regularly if un-
equally distributed. The crystals, and the new forms, are, for this reason,
not figured, but excellent measurements were secured and four addi-
tional new forms made certain. These are: (123), (213), (319), and
(113), Iettered F, f, x, and. D, respectively.

a (137) and a second new form (131), to be discussed rater, were observed independently
by Professor Palache in the course of some unpublished investigations
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Measured:

F 6:26"55' p:49"02'

J o:63"05', p:49"02',
r  6 :71"27 '  p :27"57 '
b d:45'00' p:35"46'

Cohculated':

O:26'34' P:49"04'
6:63'26' P:49"04'
6:71"34' p:28o32'

d:45'00' p:36o07'

The last form, b, has already been noted upon artificial crystals, but this

is the first natural occurrence of the form.

It is interesting to note that the pronounced tetartohedry of the min-

eral does not reveal itself in the distribution of forms lying within the

unit distance, with the exception of tr and one doubtful form' In the

[01] zone, on the other hand, the tetartohedry is marked' and no com-

plementary forms appear; a form is right or left, depending upon which

end of the crystal is up. In order to avoid confusion it would be well to

remember that this is the casel_all of the forms in [101] lie in a single

zone and if the zone is called [011] it makes no difference, as long as it is

understood to contain all of the forms intersecting the c-axis at unity.

A careful measurement of the best crystals available showed that the

p angle of the form e did not agree with that given for it in any of the

the course of this study.
The forms are listed. according to usage and according to the increase

in p, with a divergence from this practice in the case of complementary

forms, in order to avoid a separation in the listing of forms which belong

together. $ angles up to f 90o suffice for all forms of this class; only in

the case of the tetartohedral sphenoidal class will negative @ angles be

necessary.

NorB oN Pownnrrn lnoryr lloucurow, MrcutGaN

At the beginning of the preceding study, it was thought desirable for

orientation purposes, to make a comparison of the appearance and re-

flections of the new crystals with one from the old Houghton locality.

For this purpose, an excellent small crystal, attached to a quartz crystal,

was removed from a specimen in the collection of the American Museum
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of Natural History. This crystal, a deep translucent blue one abott 2
mm. across, showing touches of brown in transmitted light, gave ex_
cellent signals and a train extending from e to p, iust as in the\evada
crystals described above. rrowever, the crystal was found to be different

Frc 6

from those described by Professor parache, and to show a most unusual

Measured:
Q:56"25 '
p : 6 0  5 0

The train ends with p,butfurther along in the same zone ries the com-
paratively large and very brilliant form .s (131). This form was found six
times on the crystal, three times on each end, and gave perfect signals.

Calculated:
6 :56 '19 '
p : 6 1  4 4

C alculated:
0 :18"26 '
p : 7 8  Z 7

Measured:
6 :18"27 '
p : 7 8  2 3
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Because of these two new forms, as well as the unusual habit of the

crystal, it was thought advisable to figure and describe this crystal as

well.
Powtr,r,rrr

Angle-Table

!o :1 .5477 a : c : l : I . 5 4 7 7

Miller
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L +
u*
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I
h

l
h

sr

001
110
0 1 1
113
1 1 1
r37
J I  I

319
t23
2r3
l .).t

1 1 . 1 . 1 1
5 1 5

1 1 ' 3 .  1 1
J I J

323
131

45 00
00 00
45 00
45 00
t8 26
71 34
/ I  J A

26 34
63 26
1 1  1 9
84 48
78 +l
1 A  l <

71 3+
56 19
18 26

00'00'
90 00
57 08
36 07
65 27
34 57
34 57
28 32
49 0+
49 04
69 lr
.) / 11!

J /  J b

58 04
58 30
6t 44
78 27

NorB orq PowrrrrrB lRoM IsLE Rovarp MtNo,

HoucnroN, MrcurceN

C. Pelacnn

A single crystal of powellite, found in a quattz vug from the Isle

Rovale Mine, was loaned to the writer for study by President McNair of

the School of Mines at
accompanying drawing

Frc. 7

Houghton. This crystal was measured and the

-ade some thirty years since. The form and
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peculiar striations of this crystal are so unusual that it seems,well to take,r'
this occasion to put the observation on record. unfortunately, the record
of the angles obtained for the new form (153) can no longer be found.
The crystal shows the forms e (101),W (153) and S (131). The form S
is confirmed by Dr. Pough's work. The lorm W (153) was equally well
founded and its good place in the projection, in spite of the loss of the
record, makes the form seem worthy of recognition. The striation, in the
direction of the edge [21 t], gives a highly skew appearance to the crystal.


